
CAUSE AND EFFECT ESSAY ON SHOPLIFTING

Free Essay: Shoplifting is a major problem in today. Just the fact of breaking the law while shoplifting should be bad
enough reason not to do it. Even if it does .

Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Leave the merchandise on the store shelf where it
belongs if you have no intention of purchasing it legally. The reasons for shoplifting can vary from
compulsive disorder to following through on a dare. Photo Credits. Tighter Security Measures When
shrinkage rates are low, everything is rosy in a typical business. It is hard to effectively prevent shoplifting
without turning the shopping experience into something ridiculous for the every day honest shopper. One of
the biggest overlooked damages of stealing is the negative effect it has upon the economy. Some teens get a
rush of excitement and in their mind when they shoplift they think of it as free stuff. Once again, the
community suffers from the selfish act of a few. There are usually no guards at the doors, anyone can walk in
and out. This can cause an offender to feel as though the only way to fulfil basic necessities is through thievery
such as robbery and shoplifting. Costly anti-theft programs must be prepared and publicized to try to deter the
act from happening. Related Essays. Often when people are caught shoplifting they blame it on kleptomania or
some other kind of psychological disorder. Shoplifting is an unfair way to try to cheat the system. Every time
you steal from stores they are set back that much money and might even have to fire someone that could be
one of your friends. I first asked how often shoplifting happens and she said that in every shift she would find
at least alarm tags thrown on the floor scattered around the store, which meant that whoever took the
merchandise ripped it off. Time must be spent addressing the issues of shoplifting instead of working on
something more productive. This can lead to embarrassment or lower self esteem because of people not
approving of the actions that you are committing. As a result, the loss must be passed onto consumers by
increasing the price of goods in general to compensate. Sometimes there are cameras, but even with cameras,
it is hard for the retailer to stop all shoplifting.


